New Trends in Publishing Seminar 2015
Tuesday 8th September 2015
9.30am – 1.05pm
The Stationers' Company, Stationers' Hall
Ave Maria Lane, London EC4M 7DD
Tweet about this event here: #bicnewtrends @BIC1UK

PROGRAMME
09:30

Registration, Arrival refreshments

10:00

Welcome and introduction
Karina Luke, Executive Director, BIC

10:05

5 Top Trends for Trade Publishers
Jane Tappuni, Executive Vice President of Business Development, Publishing Technology
Chris McCrudden, Head of Technology and New Media, Midas PR
In this session, Jane Tappuni with Chris McCrudden will expand on the following five upcoming
trends that Publishing Technology has recently identified for Trade Publishers: i) fan fiction,
ii) books as content marketing, iii) bigger phones for a bigger mobile-reading market, iv) direct
to consumer, v) ebook subscription grows up.

10:30

Questions (5 minutes)

10.35

The Digital Print Revolution
Mike Levaggi, Group Production Director, HarperCollins Publishers
Hear Mike Levaggi talk about the technological advances made, and continuing to be made, in
the printing industry and find out what this means for the book industry at large now and
tomorrow. Will the capabilities of digital printing see the rise of more printers in the UK? Will
warehouses eventually be a thing of the past? With increasing commercial pressures, and the
changing retail landscape, will "infinite inventory" become the standard way of working for
most publishers? What impact will advances in digital printing technology have on book
industry workflows and business models? Mike Levaggi will also discuss the advances being
made in colour printing and the impact this will have on trade in the future.

11.00

Questions (5 minutes)

11:05

Publishing-as-a-Service: New Models for Old Publishing Skills
Alison Jones, Practical Inspiration Publishing
It is becoming ever more challenging to create viable profits from the sale of content yet, at
the same time, an unprecedented number of individuals and organisations want to publish
content. With this in mind, Alison Jones explores how publishers can develop new revenue
streams that complement their existing business.

11:25

Questions (5 minutes)

11:30

Coffee Break

The Book Industry’s Supply Chain Organisation

PROGRAMME (continued)
12:00

Building Better Brands with Neuroscience
André Breedt, Director of Nielsen Book Research UK, Client Services, Nielsen
André Breedt will explore how different modes of thinking affect our decision-making and how
visual neuroscience research can help us understand this complex area.

12.25

Questions (5 minutes)

12:30

New EU White Paper – Single European Digital Market
Susie Winter, Policy Director, PA
With the European Commission believing that copyright law needs to be reformed in order for the
completion of the European digital single market, Susie Winter will explore the impact of the
proposed reforms on publishers and comment on next steps.

12.55

Questions (5 minutes)

13.00
13.05

Thanks and Close – Karina Luke
END

This event is kindly sponsored by Nielsen & Ricoh:

Nielsen Book the leading provider of search, discovery, commerce and research services
Nielsen is a global market information and measurement company with leading positions in consumer
information, television and other media, online intelligence and mobile measurement. The Neuroscience
service provides data on consumer response to visual stimuli which can assist product development and
marketing strategy. Within the book industry, Nielsen Book measures markets in ten countries: US, UK, Ireland,
Australia, New Zealand, Italy, Spain, South Africa, India and Brazil; provides insights into consumer book
purchasing behaviour; and uses information from across the company to provide digital insights for its clients.
Nielsen Book also runs the ISBN Agency for UK & Ireland and provides vital services for the industry to aid
discovery and electronic trading.
http://www.nielsenbook.co.uk/

Ricoh is a global technology company, operating in 200 countries and regions. For publishers, book
manufacturers and printers looking for the latest short run book printing technology, Ricoh offers modern
digital print technology with the best colour inkjet quality on the market, a heritage in complex critical
communications ideally suited to the new world of ultra-short print runs and fast turnaround and solutions that
are fast and cost-effective to implement.
For further information, please visit: www.ricoh-europe.com/publishing

The Book Industry’s Supply Chain Organisation

